
Anita Pet
Primary Persona

27


 Oakland, California


 Bachelor’s Degree in Business Econ


 Project Manager


Single, no kids


 None, but interested

Age: 

Location:

Education:

Job:

Family: 

Pets:

Demographics

Habits/Behaviors

Primary Sources

Bio

Frustrations

• Follows animal profiles on Instagram

• Spends a lot of time playing with her cousin’s dogs 

• Always Googling information on pets

• Likes to look at pictures of puppies when she is sad


• Feels overwhelmed since there is so much information on pets and pet care.

• Doesn’t know if she will have enough time or space for a pet.

• Not sure how much having pet will cost.

• Has a hard time knowing where to start when researching.



Goals
• To adopt a pet from a shelter or rescue.

• To feel adequately prepared for new pet ownership despite not having much 
prior pet experience.

• To fully understand the financial and emotional commitment she would have 
to make in order to take care of a pet for their lifespan.






Motivations
Ethical:
Responsibility:
Discernment:

•  To save an animal from being euthanized.

•  To make sure she is able to care for all the pet’s needs.

•  To understand all the factors she should consider before 
choosing a new pet. 






Anita was never allowed to have a pet when she was younger, but has always wanted a puppy or a kitten. When she moved into her first pet-friendly 
apartment, she immediately started looking at pets to adopt and began researching pet care. She was surprised to find out there was so much information 
around pets and pet care, but she doesn’t know exactly what to look up and what is relevant to her situation. She is a busy, working professional and has a 
good work-life balance, but she’s not sure how having a pet will impact her current lifestyle. It’s also important for her to adopt a pet from a shelter or 
rescue as she knows there are a lot of animals in need.

“I would prefer to have a rescue 
dog just because there's so 

many dogs out there.”

#adoptdontshop
#dogsofinstagram

#petlovers



Searching Seth
Secondary Persona

31


 San Jose, California


 Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing


 Account Executive


In a relationship, no kids


  One dog (Buster)

Age: 

Location:

Education:

Job:

Family: 

Pets:

Demographics

Habits/Behaviors

Primary Sources

Bio

Frustrations

• Hosts doggy playdates at the park with his friends

• Reads food labels before buying pet food 

• Spends time teaching his dog new tricks



• Finding that too much information can be misguiding in some aspects.

• Has a hard time understanding his dog and having his dog understand him.

• Concerned that his dog might have separation anxiety.



Goals
• To learn information around the dietary needs of his dog Buster.

• To graduate his dog into more intermediate/advanced training

• To discover techniques to battle Buster’s separation anxiety 








Motivations

Comfort:

Longevity:
Leadership:

•  Wants his pet to be healthy and live a long life.

•  To have his pet trust him as a leader.

•  To be able to leave his dog home alone and know that he is ok.






Seth never thought about owning a pet, but all that changed when he came across the most adorable french bulldog at a park adoption event two years 
ago. Having Buster in his life has made Seth realize how fulfilling it was to take care of a pet. Buster hates being left alone and has a case of separation 
anxiety, so Seth wants to start putting him through more advanced training to help implement a program for Buster. Seth is also concerned that about 
Buster’s dietary needs since Buster has been putting more weight on lately and believes putting him on a regimen will help regulate his diet.

“I'm teaching them to trust me 
when I leave for work, and that I 

will come back.”

#rescuepets
#animallover

#petpro


